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UCF submits budget for new student union
_Results should be in
b y A p rn ,1988
by Mory Anne Piccirillo
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The proposed budget for a UCF student union was submitted to the Florida Board of Regents on Dec. 9.
The UCF Union Plannin·g Committee submitted a report summarizing
the need and budget for a $11.4 million
student union. The committee is asking the Board of Regents for about $9
million.
According to Vic Collazo, assistant
director of the Student Center,
"They've [the Board of Regents] already allocated $2.4 million, which will
give us a construction budget of $1.8
million, which we think is inadequate."
According to Collazo, the committee
should be notified by April 1988 if the
funds have been approved.
Collazo said it is unlikely that all $9
million will be allocated by the Board of

Regents, though.
"At this point, it's [the project] not on
high priority for the university officially," he said. He said there are other
projects the university is currently
more concerned about. But he added,

"Student Government is going to do a
lot of lobbying to get this approved."
The union will be built in three
phases, beginning in January 1989.
Phase one should be complete in 1991.
He said, "We're hoping to get-half."

He said with $4.5 million , they will go
ahead and begin Phase one of construction.
Phase one of the union will house
student gathering areas, a computer
room, offi ces, agameroom, a fo od co ~rt,
and study rooms. Phase two includes
an auditorium, banquet rooms, and a
bowling alley. Phase three will add a
Nautilus room, indoor swimming pool,
chapel, and hotel rooms.
Collazo added that anything less
than half, or $4.5 million, would "not be
beneficial to the student body."
The student union will be located in
the cypress circle behind the library.
Collazo said this location will become
the center of campus as the university
grows.
The student union will provide students with a place to go when they are
not in class.
"We want this to be like home," Collazo said.
The committee was formed in the
summer of 1986. Research has taken
SEE UNION PAGE 4

UCF Pool tournament put on with professional style
by John Devine
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ifyou closed your eyes at the UCF game room
on Swiday, you could imagine witnessing a pool
shootout at Atlantic City or Las Vegas, not a
pool tournament consisting of college students.
The pool-shooting tournament, which lasted
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sunday, was won by
George Frentz. He defeated Josh Lemaster five
games to three games in front of about 30
people.
The single-elimination tournament was the
brainchild of Edmund Dabiedath, game room
manager, and UCF students Terri Spoon, Les
Taylor, and Frentz. These coordinators wanted
a professional atmospher~ when it came to the

tournament, and went to great lengths to insure this.
First, they adopted an official eight-ball format from regulation tournaments. Then the
coordinators charged a $3 entrance fee and
looked for sponsors. McDonalds and UC6 cinemas each donated prizes to all participants, and
a free pool cue for the winner.
They also had a curvaceous ball girl racking
billiard balls before each game.
The game room was not out to make a profit,
but rather to gain exposure in the UCF community. To prove their point, the facility gave all of
the proceeds to the four semifinalists, with the
winner receiving 50 percent of the total fees, the
runner-up 30 percent, and the two other semifinalists 20 percent.

Pam Yen (left) racked balls for the championship round of the UCF pool tournament. At right, George Frentz is on his way to the championship while students
take a break from studying to watch.
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Dc;Jte rape a hidden problem,
according to UCF police .
by Shannon Mclin
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Date rape is increasing dramatically on college campuses, a study released by the District
of Columbia Rape Crisis Center indicated.
According to Captain Jim Depuy of the UCF
Police Department, date rape is a problem at
UCF, but it is hidden.
He said, "Date rape is recognized as the least
reported, least believed and most difficult crime
to prosecute."
He said only three date rapes were reported
last year on campus and all of those cases were
dropped.
"There could be 50or100, we just don't know
because women just don't report the crimes,"
Depuy continued.
He said that as long as such attacks continue
to be a hidden campus phenomenon, unreported and unacknowledged by many college
administrators and students, the problem will
persist.
The problem is being dealt with at UCF. This
year the police department hired a victim advocate, Kathy Light. Her job is to protect the
rights of victims.
From the crime scene to the hospital and
during the physical examination, Light is with
the victim.
"I am a support system, there for the victim
so she doesn't have to face such trauma alone,"
she said.
She will begin giving talks to the seven sororities on campus, making them a ware of the
counseling program offered.
Light said that as more students become
aware of the victim advocate counseling service
offered by the police department, more females

will step forward to get help.
"A lot of women don't want to go through the
legal aspects of cQnvicting the rapist," she said.
Yet there is still confidential counseling available to help the women better cope with what
has happened and get her on her way to leading
a normal life.
"With the work of the victim advocacy program, the Counseling and Testing Center, and
an increase in student awareness, women will
realize that help is in their grasp," said Light.
Other universities across the nation are
taking steps to increase student awareness.
The University of Florida has a group on

\\I am a support system, there
for the victim so she doesn't
have to face such trauma
alone."

Students say -traffic cops
are cause of ticket errors
by Tamra Hair
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

UCF students and campus
police are divided over
whether there is a problem
-Kathy Light with the parking ticket system
UCF police victim advocate atUCF.
According to Ina Carpenter,
UCFs Traffic and Parking
campus called COAR (Campus Organized manager, there really is no
Against Rape) that has produced a rape-myth problem with the parking tickquiz called the "Daters Bill of Rights," and ets.
which has also sponsored Rape Awareness
Students, though, have
complained about being on
Week.
The University of California at Berkeley, registrative hold for unpaid
along with an advocacy and counseling service, parking tickets that are actuhas an academic class offered each fall term ally paid for.
called "Violence Against Women-Women
One student said, "The
Against Violence," which deals with sexual problem seems to be that they
[Parking and Traffic Violaassault, rape prevention and counseling.
For more information about the subject of tions Office] are not getting it
date rape, contact the UCF PoJice Department taken care of the first time,
which only creates a hassle for
at 275-2425.

the student."
Carpenter said, "People
who come in are unhappy to
begin with and if there's a
problem, it only tends to magnify it."
Nine thousand letters for
unpaid parking tickets were
sent out in 1986. Out of those,
one half of one percent were
actually already paid for.
"The reason is that billing
goes out automatically," said
Carpenter. She said, "A student may get a card saying
they're on registrative hold
even before they get a letter
from the police department
saying they owe money."
In either case, the notifications will give a phone number
to call to get the problem taken
care of.
SEE TICKETS PAGE 5

College students still mostly Republican, but that could change
by Mike O'Keeffe
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Less than a year before the 1988 elections, political analysts say they think college students are more
likely to support the Republican presidential candidate that the Democratic candidate.
The same analysts, however, caution that if the
stock market continues to falter, or if conflicts in the
Persian Gulf and Central America escalate, college
students may tum against the Republicans.
Barring that, Jesse Jackson seems to be the only
Democrat with any measurable support on campus,
while all the Republican candidates legitimately can
claim pockets of college support.
It's heartening news for the Republicans, who are

trying to translate Ronald Reagan's co11egiate popularity in 1980 and 1984 into long-term voting patterns.
Young voters may have already begun identifying
themselves as life-long Republicans, said Catherine
Rudder of the American Political Science Association
Young Americans tended to vote Republican more
than the rest of the electorate in the 1980and1984
presidential elections. Young people, moreover, continue to be President Reagan's biggest supporters,
according to the American Enterprise Institute
(AEI), a Washington, D.C. think tank.
Although the number of Americans who approved
ofReagan'sjob performance dropped as a result of the
Iran-Contra scandal, his rating held steady among
18-to-24 year olds, the institute reported recently.

Analysts say that momentum gives Republicans a
slight advantage in wooing the youth vote- but that
advantage is tenuous.
The AEI's Karlyn Keene asserts college students
find the Republican Party more appealing not because ofits policies, but because of President Reagan.
The only 2 presidents most students are old
enough to remember are Jimmy Carter and Ronald
Reagan, Keene noted, adding that "the Carter administration is seen as incompetent, while Reagan is
seen as providing leadership."
"Reagan offered more hope than the Democrats,"
said Curtis Gans, the director of the Committee for
the Study of the American Electorate.
"But on other issues, stUdents don't agree with the
SEE REPUBLICANS PAGE 5

News
•SAFE BREAK

Approximately 25,000
people are lrilled each year in
alcohol-related automobile
crashes in the United States.
Please help to lower this drastic number by signing the
Great Safe Holiday Pledge at
the UCF Health Resource
Center or the Kiosk.

It's time to put away the
books and forget about classes
for a few weeks. Christmas
break is here and Florida is
celebrating the 'Great Safe
Holiday Break '87.
The goal of Great Safe Holiday Break is to have no student deaths during the Christ- • NEW YEAR CELEBRATION
mas holidays .as a result of
A Christian New Year's
alcohol or drug related accidents or the non-use of safety Celebration of the Year of Our
Lord, 1988 will take place Dec.
belts.
The UCF Drug and Alcohol 31, 9:30 p.m. at San Pedro
Awareness Center, BAC- Center, 2400 Dike Road, WinCHUS, Student Wellness Ad- ter Park.
vocate Team and Y-106 are
The celebration will include
working together to sponsor a buffet dinner, music, prayer,
the program at UCF.
reflection, and mass. Cost is $8
To participate, all you have per person or $15 per couple.
to do is sign a pledge card that Reservations are required.
says 1) -I will not drink and Call Linda at 671-6322.
drive, 2) I will not get in a car
with a c!rug or alcohol im- • . RECORD CONVENTION
paired dr:ver, and 3) I will
The Orlando Record Conalways bucde my seat belt.

vention will be held Jan . 17
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Howard Johnson's Hotel, 304 W.
Colonial Drive in downtown
Orlando. There will be thousands of phonograph records
and compact discs on display
and for sale to the public.
There will be something for
everyone ... new, used, and
unusual.
Admission is $2. For more
information, call Jeff at 4620515.
• CHANUK-ARTS FEST

The Jewish Community
Center of Central Florida is
sponsoring it's second annual
Chanuk-Arts Fest Dec. 13
from 12 noon to 4 p. m. at 851
North Maitland Avenue, Maitland.
Entertainment, arts and
crafts, a .variety of foods and
children's art activities· are
scheduled for the exciting af-

ternoon. The event is free and
open to the public.
• GOSPELFEST

The Northern/Central Florida chapter of the United Negro College Fund is presenting
a Gospelfest Dec. 13 at 7:30
p.m. at the Malone Memorial
Church of God in Christ, 401 S.
Ivey Lane in Orlando. Admission is free but donations will
be accepted.
The concert features contemporary and traditional
Gospel music by Central Florida choirs including the Valencia Community College choir
and choirs from area churches.
All proceeds go to UNCF
which supports 43 private
black colleges and universities, including Bethune-Cookman, Edward Waters and
Florida Memorial in Florida.

• SWEET ADELINES SHOW

It's show time for the
Greater Orlando Chorus as
they present their 26th annual
show at the Performing Arts
Center, East Campus, Valencia Community College at 8
p.m. Jan. 16.
The featured quartet for the
evening will be Showtime, 3rd
Place International Medalists.
The Winter Park Men's Chorus, Sunshine Jubilee, will
also perform.
Tickets for the show are $8.
Group discounts are available.
Call 894-8189 for more information.
Sweet Adelines, Inc. is an
international, n·on-profit organization for women dedicated to the teaching, performing and enjoyment offour-part
harmony, barbershop style, a
unique American art form.
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UNION
FROM PAGE l

them to 15 southern schools.
Ideas from these schools'
unions have been incorporated
into the UCF union plan.

Collazo noted an earlier unsuccessful attempt at building
a student union on the UCF
campus-the Student Services Building.
Collazo said, "Student Services was the first attempt for
Phase one of a university

union." He continued, "Somehow it got built to close to the
library, so when the library
was expanded, that left no
room for the expansion of Student Services Building." Collazo added, "Somebody just
screwed up, basically."

CENTER OF CAMPUS
Site of proposed Stu-)
( dent Union Building

Current locatlon of the
campus game room,
auditorium, cafeteria,
restaurants, and offices.

Eye examinations on the premesls or bring your prescription.
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT 1.0.
Not valld with other coupons or discounts
Not valld on prior orders
Includes solld color tint
Choose from selected frames - No substitutes

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

he added. "That's up to how
current events unfold. If the
stock market continues to decline, students, and the rest of
the electorate, will want a
change."
"An Iranian was would be
unpopular with young voters,"
said Rudder. "The American
public does not want to be involved in foreign interventions."

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

1
I

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

3. Will have a Nautilus
room, Indoor swimming pool. chapel.
and hotel rooms.

SOURCE: UCF student Center

Republican administration.
The 1988 presidential election," explained Gans, "is not
as likely to be as one-sided
Republican as the previous 2
elections.
"It could even tum out to be
one-sided for the Democrats,"

I
I
I
I
I
I

20/ 20 Eyecare Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when yo u
purchase your regu lar pair of complete e yeg lasses or contact lenses.

:
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2. Will house an
auditorium. banquet
rooms.and a
bowling alley.

STUDENT CENTER

FROM PAGE 3

I

1. Will have student
· gathering areas. a
computer room.
offices, game room,
food court. and
study rooms.

UCF's first attempt at
building a stUdent union
failed when the library
expanded and left no
room for further building.

REPUBLICANS

I«~
SUNGLASSES
I

.1
1

If approved, the
student Union will be
built In thr~e phases:

STUDENT SERVICES
, (Book Store complex)

~ ------- - -- ------,

Still, Republican presidential aspirants enjoy greater
name recognition among
young voters, the analysts say,
but that may be a temporary
advantage. A Democrat may
break from the current pack of
presidential aspirants and distinguish himself, Rudder said.
A Democrat front-runner

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive a ttomey consul ta ti on and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointment.

Problems with?
Landlords?

Need?
A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested

Police?

Dissolution?

•

Sludonl Legal Se.rvicoe ia (undod through Activity&: Service Fees u allocated by

SEE REPUBLICANS PAGE 5

the Student Govermrumt of The UnivCTBity o(Ce.ntral F1orida

•

•

Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features:
·• Dishwasher

• Owner's Title Policy'

Within walking distance from UCF
Affordable prices start in the 40's
2 & 3 Bedrooms with two full baths.
CALL: 275-9100

..

•Financing Available

UNIVERSITY BOULEVARDE

LOKANATOSA TRAIL

SHERWOOD
FOREST
HWY SO

..
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APATHY
FROM PAGE 1
campus activities.
Anne Ryder, staff council member, said, "The
average age of the UCF student is 26 and most
of them are already working." She said,"A high
percentage of the students are married and the
activities at home would keep them away from
the campus."
Studies available at her office show that of
17,284 students registered in the fall term, only
5,855 were Orange County residents. Over
6,500 students live in Seminole, Volusia, or
Brevard Counties.
Ryder stressed the fact that many students
living off campus drive over 10 miles to get to
classes. Once away from the campus, the student normally would not return for other cam-

pus activities.
UCF has the fourth largest student population in the State University System. It has the
least amount of dorm space of the nine.
Latest figures show that the University of
Florida can house approximately 10,000 of its
35,1 71 students, or 28.4 percent. Florida State
University houses 5,800 of its 23,548 students
or 24.6 percent. The University of South Florida
houses 3,300 of 28,661 students, or 11.5 percent.
The University ofFl~rida also provides over
900 units ofhousing in 5 apartment villages for
its family students. The villages are all located
on the campus. UCF has no family housing.
A re~ent event gives an example of the lack of
student participation in campus activities.
In the latest Student" Government election, ·
about 660 students-less than 4 percentelected the student representatives.

TICKETS

Carpenter said the new
system is much more efficient
- because it stops students from
- - - - - - - - - - - registering when they do owe
The police department went money.
on a computer system in OctoIf there is a problem at regber 1986.
They began using auto- istration for a student who is
matic billing and holds in on hold, they can be taken off
February 1987, which may by making a phone call to the
account for some of the prob- Parking and Traffic Office at
281-5518.
lem.
FROM PAGE 3

REPUBLICANS
FROM PAGE 4

will definitely emerge after the
Iowa and New Hampshire primaries, Rudder said. "That
candidate will look credible
and start receiving support."
Although the analysts say it
is too early to predict which
candidates have the most ap1------Dl-PP--l-NG--IS-FOR
___Dl_PS.
______----. peal to young voters, several,
they concede, do have an adDON'T USE SNUFF OR OIEWING TOB.ACCQ
vantage.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.1...-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.·
New York Congressman
Jack Kemp, said Rudder, offers "clear and strong positions," a neat ideological base
that could appeal to students.
The former football player, she
said, also has a "youthful and
energetic appearance."
Vice President George
Bush, added Keene, could
benefit from his association
with the Reagan administration.
But Rudder feels Bush wi1l
falter because his campaign
organization is seen by conservative student activists as
bureaucratic and unexciting.
And, she adds, his connection
with the Reagan administration could hurt his candidacy if
Reagan's last year is marked
by war and a weakened economy.
"Kemp," said Gans, "has too
many inconsistencies. He'll
get beaten by the fact hat he's
a Buffalo, New Yorker running
You remember. he was
as a conservative."
alway there when you were
The announced Democratic
frightened. And if you got hun,
field, however, has not inhe wa tanding by with banspired students, though Ruddages. Wouldn't it feel good
der feels Massachusetts Gov.
to talk to your mother again
Michael Dukakis will emerge
as a "pragmatic" choice. Tenright now?
nessee
Sen. Albert Gore could
Calling over AT&T Long
appeal to conservative SouthDi tance ervice probably
ern Democrats, she added.
co ts less than you think, too.
But the only Democratic
And if you have any questions
candidate who currently enabout AT&T rates or service,
joys strong student appeal is
a customer service repreRev. Jesse Jackson, Rudder
sentative is always standing
said. Jackson is seen as·couraby to talk to you. Just call
geous and as a good role model
1 800 222-0300.
for young blacks, and he has
Sure, your schoolwork and
been associated with campus
your friends keep you busy.
anti-apartheid and civil rights
But call home and find out
movements.
what she's wrapped up in.
In 1984, Jackson's candidacy sparked an intense outpouring · of support among
black students in the South,
where supporters competed
for buses that transported
people to help voters register.
Gans adds that, unless
some candidate captures their
imaginations, students as a
class aren't likely to vote in
overwhelming numbers.
"At this point, the question
is not who students will vote
for but if they'll vote at all. Will
they think their vote is importSI)t?

Call your mummy.

ATs.T

The right choice.
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As we went through the semester, the biggest stories occured in Sports. The f
II playoffs, while the volleyball squad captured the New South Women's Ath
'
some winning faces from a winning semester.

•
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tball team went to the Division
ic Conference crown. Here are
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Have a great holiday .
breakl Enjoy the
chance to relax
Once again school is coming to a close. Hmm.
I'm going to be honest here. After two years of
doing this, you would noti1elieve how difficult it has
become to think up new "end of the semester" editorials.
I could always talk about the joys of going home
during the Christmas season, or if I'm feeling negative, I could always complain about how they have
commercialized the greatest of American holidays.
But you've read those ones before, and I really don't
feel like writing more like them.
So let's look at the end of the semester as it really
is. Basically, we've all had this huge weight on our
shoulders. We've been worrying about classes for
months now, and are really starting to get worn
down.
By the time finals week comes around, most of us
are fairly locked into whatever grade we are going to
get, and we simply hang on for dear life. Some of us
have been hanging on from the beginning.
Anyway, all of that tension has been building and
building and in finals week it has reached its peak. So
you go into the class after intensive study (or maybe
not) and you take the test.
And then, pass or fail, it's over. And a fourth, fifth,
or sixth of the weight is lifted off your shoulders,
depending on your class load ..
You may be annoyed for a little while if you think
you blew it real ba<L but fairly quickly you realize that
it no longer matters. It is now out of your hands.
One by one you take those tests, and finally you get
to the last one. By now, most of us really don't care
about the grade anymore, we just want out.
So you take the test, and the semester is over. For
a few of us this means graduation. We usually use
this space to congratulate graduates, so have a good
time out there! You finally beat the cycle.
But for the rest ofus the cycle will continue. We get
a few weeks off to recuperate from the pressure and
then it starts over again.
What a system.
Anyway, let's get this all out formally. Happy
holidays! Congratulations grads! Happy end of the
semester!
That ought to about cover it. Oh, yeah, speaking of
the cycle, The Central Florida Future will be taking
the holidays off with the rest of you, but we'll be back
in action in the very first week of classes.
Publication dates will remain Tuesday and Thursday, so look for us.
With that, I finish with one more end of the
semester editorial. See you next year!

~

W£LL, MY BRoKER
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The best thrones in Camelot
The ballots are in and the votes have been tabulated. The winners of the first annual Campus
Commode Contest are ready to be announced.
Restrooms are of particular interest to us here at
The Central Florida Future. We have one of only two
known unisex bathrooms on campus. The other labelless facility belongs to Student Government. Ours is
more distinctive, however. Rumor has it theirs
doesn't flush (it's a real wet closet). But back to the
contest.
About a month ago, I asked you, the average UCF
bathroom patron, to tell me about your favorite
campus commode. Today, we present the most popular en tries.
Taking a clear first are the facilities in Howard
Phillips Hall. The men's rooms on the second and
fourth floors received an incredible show of support.
Why? I don't why.
Our blue ribbon panel toured both bathrooms and
found them to be relieving, but otherwise uninspiring.
But now, a list ofbathroomsjudged by our panel to
be the best in each of the following categories:

• In the "You've Got To Be Kidding" category,
the bathrooms in CEBA I. Guys, have you ever tried
to use one of the urinals in CEBA? Whoever designed
this building had dwarves in mind. I've heard the
urinals work better if you do away with standing and
try
kneeling.
Don Wittekind
• In the "Fitting and Proper Furnishings"
Editor in Chief
categor , the bathroom lounge on the fourth floor of
Humanities and Fine Arts. In trying to accommodate
the term "rest room," the designers of this facility

1ftrhe Central Florida Future

stocked it with a relaxing shrink's couch. As one
perceptive panelist put it, "if someone is unhappy
with their performance with 'John,' they can lay
down and discuss it with the next unfortunate visir
tor."
• In the "Best Unseen Commode in Camelot" category is the exalted throne of President Trevor Colbourn. Several have asked what the Big Guy's washroom looks like. Far be it for this hack to go snooping
around where his nose doesn't belong. So The Other
Side sent Herman L. Cockroach, vaunted advocate of
student rights, to investigate. His report is sketchy,
but informative:
"Well, he's got this gold plumbing all over the
place. And on the wall he has a picture of the football
team. I thought I saw what looked a hot tub in back,
but just before I was goin' to take a look, the old man
came walking in. I did not want to hang around see
what happened next, so I split."
Herman has given up inspecting bathrooms. His
next project will be investigating rumors that the _
•
campus squirrel population is entirely female.

.

•••
Have a ~ood break, UCF. May we always hold high
the one whose coming we celebrate this season.

•
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Editor:
Campanaro's column, "What
Andy knows about sex," suggests
that Falwell, Robertson and Swaggart are pushing us into a backward view of sex. I'd like to know
what is so backward about sex
with morality. Psalm 37:4 says
"Delight thyself also in the Lord;
and he shall give thee the desires of
thine heart." Surely the Lord had
Adam's desires in mind when he
created Eve, for in Genesis 2:18 it
says, "It is not good that the man
should be alone." It is notable that
one woman, not several, was created for Adam"s companionship.
Falwell, Robertson and Swaggart
support sex as one of the beautiful
things God has provided us withone that He meant to be enjoyed

within marriage.
Many people won't admit it, but
sex outside of marriage can be
disturbing, even if it does have its
momentary pleasure. What happens if a relationship breaks up?
New relationships, new partners-how many? There are emotional wounds when you have
shared yourself with someone and
it doesn't work out. Time may heal
wounds, but it doesn't erase memories.
God created this world. He created us. I believe .t hat He has a
perfect plan for each of us for every
aspect of our lives -including sex.
Regarding beautiful experiences,
consider what the Lord has to say
in Proverbs 5:18-19:
Let thy foundation be blessed;

and rejoice with the wife of thy
youth.
Let her be as the loving hind
and pleasant roe;
let her breasts satisfy thee at
all times; and
be thou ravished always with
her love.
Isn't this the kind oflove we all
desire?
Danette Carr
English

Letters to the Editor must be typed
and include the author's signature, major and phone number. ·
Letters are subject to editing and
become the copyrighted property of
the newspape_r.
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. Campus Lite

by Scott

''I'll TELL HIM ABOUT THE

HARPLINERS

l'M UP AGAINST IN OUR COUNTRY"

NOW, coming to a store near you.
GRAD CAPS!

Show the world how you feel
about leaving UCF for $9.99.*
*Sorry, profanities will cost extra.

'

Traditional

Still job hunting

Debt ridden

$
Not ready for
the real world

Surprised-it's over

YUPPIE

(also MOM upside-down)

BABY
ON
BOARD

It's not Just for
car windows

PAR-

TY!
t:

Someone looking
to the future

Class ranking
or GPA

a
u

"'

Great Safe
Holiday. Break.~
•

I I

•r

Our goal is to have
No Student Deaths
as~ result of alcohol or drug related
accidents, drinking and driving, or
:.. f ail_u re to use safety belts!

~· Special.thanks to

·Y/06

and §0 WoAo Jr o for supporting
§AJFIE IIBIRIEAJK 0 §1
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Always Buckle Up
Don't Drink & Drive
Don't Ride with an
Impaired Driver

• I

"

2 br, 2 bth duplex-walking distance from
UCF. Only $197.50 + 1/2 utt. Call 282-6869
or 38Q-2525.

Panhellenlc Councll
Panhellenlc hopes everyone did great on
their flnalsl Are we all ready for Santa?
Catch up on your sleep over the holidays
+ havea safe+ fun breakl First Panhellenlc
meeting on Wednesdciy.January 13, 1988
at 5 p .m . In Student Affairs board room.
Remember Rho Lambda applications are
due by Jan. 13 + Panhellenlc Chalrmanappllcatlons are due by Jan 22. Gocd luck
to a ll graduates. Graduation Is December
141 See ya 'll next yearl

ROOMMATE WANTED-to share 2 bedroom . 2 bath house with washer/dryer.
cable TV. close to UCF. $260/monthly plus
112 utilities. Phone 27~75 or 282-3690
afters p .m.
·
Home to share w/ responsible female; 5
miles from UCF; pool/tennis; $250/month +
l /2 utll; after 7 p.m. 277-9136.
Nice non-smoker female rm wanted! 2
bedrm/2br furn apt close to UCF (I ride a
bike) laundry & parking $225 call 658-4766.
Roommate wanted- mole non-smoker
to share 2 bdrm. 2 bath opt. Sl 19 per
month + l /4 utlls. Jacuzzi. pool. 2 miles
f rom UCF. Can move In anytime after XMas c'oll 273-6032.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention all R1V. film. journalism, and
communication majors. gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resources lecture room.

Baptist Campus Mlnlstr1es
Everyone Is Invited to KNIGHTLITE on evening of Christion recreatio n. fun and
friends. KNIGHTUTE is he ld Thursday evenings at 6:30 p .m . In the SOL across from
m a ilboxes. A BCM activity ·because w e
core about U. •

Male to seek male to share furn 2 br/2 ba
condo In The Colonies. Private master
suite $220, 112 alee. Serious student, but
flexible . 645-5706.

~llllllttlltll
Available. beautiful l bd- l bth &2bd-2
b th a partments at Forest Highlands. Apts.
Ca ll 282-5657 for Information.

CARMEL PARK VILLAS - Spacious 2 bdrm
with garage and large screen porchbeauttfully appointed In quiet setting.
Convenient to UCF on Dean Rd. between
University and Colonial. Come look us
over-open dally 10-5. From $525 month.
657-4900.
BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom. 2 bath duplex wall
to wall carpet, drapes. washer dryer,
$430/mo call 293-1908.
Sherwood Forest 2 bedroom 2 bath
washer/dryer fans etc. 475/mo. Call Fred
295-6717 /645-3339
Nonsmoker female to share a 3bdrm 2
bath house 3 miles from UCF call after
6p.m. 679-0716.

Double wide mobile hom e for sole 2bd. 2
ba. c losed In patio . central air and heat.
Adult park. Owner moving, p riced to sell.
365-4129.
Bedroom Furniture set. white w/gold trim.
long dresser w /mlrror, to ll dresser, nlght.>tand. Great for Christmas gift. $100 obo
282--0555

ROOMMATE WANTED to share a 2br/l b
apt 15minfrom UCF (Windrift). S212/mo +
112 utllttles-wosher. dryer In apt call 6584283.
Mature ns roommate (M or F) needed for
Haystack 2 bdrm/ l bath apt for m id Dec.
$200 + l /2 util. Call 275-3996 momiigs ask
fo r Greg.
Resp mole to share new split level home2 miles fro m UCF. Recent grad preferred.
2-car garage/fireplace/ new tum. 3 bedroom/ loaded kitchen/ tvI htfi VCR/washdrye r/ billiards/ pod/ deck/ fenced/ nlcel
Ava il in December. $260 + 1/3 Bills. 6797645 for Info.

2 bedroom - 2 bath duplex close to
campus. Washer/dryer, celling fans. available Jan. 1. S425/mo. + security. Coll Jeff
at 834.S787 or 671-7828.
Altamonte Springs Duplex. 2 bedroom
Carpet, central heat/air. mini blinds. kids
OK S4 l 5/mo. 657-7222.
AlafoyaWoodshome.2bedroom.2bath.
volume ceiling w/fan, washer + dryer,
lawnmower. minis, SfJJO/mo. 365-3333.
3 bdrms 2 both villa Sherwood Forest 1/2
m ile UCF microwave dishwasher washer/
dryer alarm system. 3-student C $192/mo
4~tudents C 5144 658-4310.
For rent 2-bedroom 2-bath condo Iha
ClubatOrlando' pool tennis close to UCF
$415 mo call 658-4326.
Fox Hunt. 2 bedroom 2 bath towrhouse.
Wosher/dryer. ceutng fans. available Jan
1, S485/mo Call 277-3632.

Ptzza Inn Winter Park needs delivery drivers/cooks. Excellent pay. Need own car
w/proper Insurance. Must be 18 or over
call Mark-days 678-1655.
Excellent Income for · home assembly
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P307.
Roadway Package System. a small package carrier part-time openings for package handlers. Position Is for loading and
unloading trucks and moving packages
w ithin the te rminal. Work shifts available:
l l :00 p .m. to 3:00 o .m.
Salary $8.00 per hour. Apply to: R.P.S.
3COJl Old Winter Garden Road or Call
297-3715.
We need Independent commission mailers earn up to Sl COJweekly no exp necessary sta rt Immediately at home. Send sett
addressed stomped envelope to PG Enterprises P.O. Box 677249 Orland o, FL
32867 Guaranteed Income!
Account Executive. Weekly Jewish newspaper, full or part time 834.S277.

' 83 Toyota Tercel Deluxe 4spd AC radio
cassette rear defogger tint $3900 Coll
Ernie >530 p .m . 677-4363.

She rwood Forest - Open now. 3 bdrm 2
bth - $575 washer+ dryer mlaowave.
fairly new duplex call Graham 834~.
O ne o r two non-smoking. responsible
females for 3 bedroom. 2 bath duplex
near Dean & Univ. Wa.her/dryer. Bedrooms tum. or unfum. $150 deposit reg.
Rent nego tiable. Avail Jan. 1. Call 6577540.

ll111BI

Air Traffic Controllers
No aviation exp. nee. l 8-02K per yr application Info 1-813-254- lATC.

Spacious 2bdrm beauties with garage
and all appliances. Quiet setting conveniently located on Dean Rood between
University and Colonial. 3 miles to UCF.
Priced from S58,50Cl Carmel Par1< VIiias
657-4900.
Fumlhxe: Sofa loveseat chair 2 end tables
coffee table and d ining room set 200.00
obo call morning 281-6958.
'86 Hondo Elite Scooter. Luggage Rock.

ws. etc. $800 obo. 366-1024.
Ft..mlture - sofa + chair, d inette, wall lX'11t.

TV, water bed ~king great cond best offer
677-4857 leave message.
S radial ti res . mounted on rims 75Rl 5 also
4 hubcaps $150 obo 568-4575.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth contr~ Information, pregnancy tests and counseGing.
VD screening. low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organtz:atlon
ABOIITION SERVICES
Locol orlVSedotton EortyPregnancyTest.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. womon-olNl'led: A special approach to health care.
Blr1h Control Centef 422-0606
1030 Hermon Avenue. Orlondo

9450.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knights! A . Able Typing Is
Introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Coll about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Over 16.700 sa tisfied students and 4
grouches - 67 1-3002.
c

PROFEs.510NAL TYPING
•One m ile from UCF Campus•
A ll types of student documents. Same day
service available . IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fa st • Profe$Slonol •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised I Typed - 657-0079
Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work, editing, technical. 366-0538.
Professlonar Word Processhg

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Parl< - lmmed. off 1-4

REsUMEs/TYPES ETilNG
Professional Lasertypesetting. many
types of documents. Fast h.moround.
Klnko's Copies Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer, $10. Coll 658-1163.
lYPING. Fast. special discount. New locotton. Coll Berny 629-0545.
TERM PAPERS - Typed, spell checked.
LASER printing. 52/poge. 658-1163.

PREGNANT?
Free pregnaicy tests. No appointment
necessary. Pregnancy Information and
re ferra l. Confidential True Life Choice
Pregnancy Center. l d05 W. Folrbonks
Ave .. Winier Park 647-l 4n.
Free kittens. Cal LeRoy at 332-6847 .

Two brand-new textbooks-Psychology of
Roclol Prejudtee and Abnormal Psycholo<;Jt. Discounted prices. Cal Kelly a1898-

--

*

DECEMBER SPECIAL

INVENTOl7Y' CLOSE OUT

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available;
Catalog $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho,
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ext. 33. VISl>./IVC or COD.

Scholarships/ Grants f<x college are available. RESULTS GUAAANTEEDI Call 1-800USl>.-1 221ext0627.

Joanne.
It wll be better with o threesome. Just
hope the movie is good before the water
gets hot.
Hellovaguy

ATTENTION COMMUTERS!
The Central Florida Future
wants to make sure you're plugged into what's happening! Here's your chance to win tickets to a special
Orlando movie premiere.
This holiday season there will be a new kind of electricity in the air- a new movie for your entire family
called *batteries not included
*batteries not included is a story about a group of good people in the middle of a big city who are about
to lose everything they have unless they can be saved by a miracle.
They get some extraordinary help when a family of tiny spaceships arrive to work their special magic,
mystifying an entire neighborhood and dazzling everyone around them.
To win tickets for a family of four, stop by The Central Florida Future editorial offi ce (the ugly white
trailer next to the Health Center) today or Friday. Tickets will be served on first come, first served basis
while supply lasts. This offer good to commuting students only.

ATTENTION GRADUATES
Your GRADATION CEREMONY will be available on
VIDEOTAPE from WUCF-FM.

RETURNTiiisiO'RMwfilicliE'CKTo!---------,
WUCF-FM
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
ORLANDO, FL 32816

You can order a 14-MINUTE (approx.) tape of the PROCESSIONAL, OPENING REMARKS, CHANGING OF
TASSEL AND PRESENTATION OF YOUR DEGREE.
The cost is $17.00 plus $3.00 for shipping and handling.
Complete and return the following order form. Make check
for $20.00 payable to: "WUCF-FM."

Please allow a MINIMUM of 8 weeks for delivery.

FORMAT(checkone):

VHS__

BETA

~----------------------------~-------~-----------------~----~
I

,

'
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Water ski team members continue their success both as a team and as
Individuals. The team Is currently ranked third in the country and has several
skiers ranked In the world.

Photo couiteay of David BHtle

The men's golf team overcame the odds to win the most prestigious toumaBemard Ford, probably the most celebrated athlete Jn school history, closes ment in the state, the Florida Intercollegiate. The women's team captured
out his chapteroffootball at UCF. A bright Mure awaits Ford, who Is expected second place in the New South Women's Athletic Conference and brought
to be a high draft choice In the NFL But before that, Ford has been selected home a trophy tor the first time In school history.
to play In the Blue-Grey Classic on Christmas day and has been chosen as an
alternate for the Senior Bowl. Ford is also one of three finalists for Division II
Player of the Year CHarlon Hill Trophy).
oon Wltt•ktnd/CENTRALFLORDAruruRE

J09 W•lnsteln/CENTAAL FLORIDA FUTURE

J09 Welnsteln/CENmAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights soccer team left many an opponent in the dust this year and made It all the way to the Final Four NCAA tournament in Amherst, Mass. UCF
dropped a 2-1 decision to the University of Massachusetts in 17-degree weather and 35 MPH winds. After beginning the year with a slow 1-4 record, the Lady
Knights battled bock to win 12 consecutive games, which Included eight straight shutouts. Two -time All-American Michelle Akers, Amy Altmann and former
Knight Kin Wyant have been ch~sen to represent the United States on the US Notional Team.

Angle Hyde/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUICE

The men's soccer team finished with another winning season ( 10-8) and placed players Ian
Gill and Mark Lamb on the a ll-south region team. Their season concluded on a high note by
defeating crosstown rival Ro llins College, 5- 1, at the Florida Citrus Bowl.

Not only does quarterback Darin Slack leave as the all-time
lead Ing passer in school history, he has helped lay the foundation for a successful football program.

UCF's fall athletic teams have all shared
a great deal of success, bringing the university valuable notoriety and exposure.
On these pages are some of the athletes
who have helped make their sport a success. Thanks to all the coaches and athletes who have made the fall sports a success with their hard work. It has been
great watching you win.
-Sports Staff
sy

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The c rew tea m continues its winning ways, finishing resp ectable atthe p restigious Head of
Cha rles Regatta in Boston whic h was viewed by more than 290,(0) spectators. In particular, the heavyweight men's four placed 11th out of 70 entries.

Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUICE ""

Kicker Ed O'Brien finishes his career as the leading scorer In UCF
football history. O'Brien was named Kodak All-American selection to
round out his fine career.

Kelly McFarlane and the Lady Knight volleyball team enjoyed a successful 28-15 season, capped with their second consecutive New
South Womens Athletic Conference title.
.:

'
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'W ~th~~er~rus,

and all through the town
Not a student was studying, nor
was anyone 'round;

The beer mugs were hung by the
refrigerator with care,
In hopes that Wayne Densch soon would be there;

~

The students were nestled all snug in their beds,
, : ~ While visions of play-time danced in their heads;

• !

,'. ,

~

~

Spuds in his sunglasses and I tn my cap,
Had just settled down with an Eagle Brand snack.

;7

And then in a twinkling they
heard on the shingles,
_,/'
The rattle of hoofs and a slew of }
Chrtstmas Jingles,

L..__.

As I drew in my head and was turning around;
In through the window they came with a bound,

They were dressed in Jams from their head to
their feet,
Their clothes were all wrinkled from a day at the beach,
A bundle of goodies they had flung on their backs,
They looked like students Just opening their backpacks,

When out on the Green arose such a clatter,
There was Wayne Densch with his party platter,
Away to the window I flew Uke a flash,
I tore out the screen to see the bash.
The moon, on CEBA reflected a glow,
Gave an aura of mystery to UCF below.
And what to the student's eyes did appear?
Another night of celebrating. another night of beer.

They had plump faces and btg beer bellies,
That shook when they laughed like bowls full of jelly.

A little old elf, with a pipe and sunburn,
I knew ln a moment it must be Colbourn.
Wayne Densch and his elf called their faithful reindeer;
Of course they were all named after hls line of beer.
..Now, Budweiser! now, Bud Light! now.
Busch and King Cobra!
On, Michelobl on, Mich Light! on, Mich
Classic Dark! and Natural Light!"
Over the top of the trees, and onto Greek row;
Buzzing over a sorority house they did go,
As palm trees blow when the hurrtcanes fly,
They met the house mother
looking to the sky,
So up to the house top they flew,

With a sleigh full of goodies and

They spoke not a word, but went straight to work;
Filling all of our beer mugs and then with a jerk.

~ Q

Waving their hands to stgnru "let's go."
GiVing a nod they jumped through the windm \_---/
They sprang to the sleigh, and gave
.
a shout,
And away they flew, on Densch~'s
scholarship clout.
~
But I heard them yell, as
they weaved out of sight,
"Happy Christmas to all,

0
L

r
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Hughes breaks new ground with Planes
by Alain Levi

Rollins College Music in the
Chapel Series presents the annual Christmas Vespers in
Knowles Chapel at 6: 15 p.m. on
November 11. Also, Dec. 12 at
6: 15 and Dec. 13 at 8:30 p.m.
For information call 646-2233.

Planes, Train_s·.
and
AutomobUes
proves that

John Hughes' manic adolescently charged vision of the
universe is still a place where
the Id reigns supreme.
Many probably wQIIied
that Hughes' shift from high
school Molly Ringwald films
to the questionably more
mature Steve Martin genre of
adult slapstick would mean a
loss of the innocent whimsy
that makes a Hughes film so
much fun. But the ironic
truth is that Martin in his
traumatic grown up world
acts more like the naive teen
than Ringwald and friends
trying to be the secure and
emotionally in control adult.
The best and most typical
Hughes scene in Planes,
Trains, and AutomobUes is
when Steve Martin who
plays Neal Page helplessly
confronts a stonehearted
rental car clerk. With a furious, hilarious and gratuitous fluny of the f-word,
Martin fulfills the desire of
anyone who has ever fantasized about hurling obscenities at a deaf bureaucracy. ·
Planes, Trains, and Auto-

•

•MUSIC

•

DANCE

The Southern Ballet Theatre
and Florida Symphony Orchestra present The Nutcracker on
Dec. 11 and on Dec. 12 at the
Bob Carr Auditorium at 8 p.m.
For information call 896-2011.
Ballet Orlando and the UCF Orchestra present Tchiakovsky's
Nutcracker at 2 and 7 p. m. on
Dec. 13 in the Student Center.
For information call 275-2868.
Tickets available at the Kiosk for
the presentation on campus.

•

Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures

John Candy and Steve Martin hitch a ride in a refrigerated turck In the John Hughes film Planes,
Trains and Automobiles.
mobiles works as a super- with too many hopes and
fast paced action adventure. ideasgonesour. Martinis the
Like Indiana Jones and the frustrated executive type
TempleofDoom. Hughes' film who is stuck with Candy afkeeps you engaged in the ter their plane has been recomic shenanigans of Martin routed to Wichita, Kansas.
and his pathetic buddy, Hughes drew u pon his own
John Candy, who plays Del travel experiences, including
Griffith, a simple salesman his recollections of making

Pbot.o courtesy of Paramount Pk:turce

An angry John Candy reprimands a cab drispatcher. who punched his Innocent friend Steve
Martin.

The Orlando Museum of Art will
hold an Exhibition Highlights
Tour of the Artists Three exhibit
at 12:30 p. m. on Dec. 16. Call
896 -423 1 for information.

Planes, Trains, and Automobiles is more in the style of

• SUZUKI MUSIC INSTITUTE

stand up comedy than hum an drama. Hugh es' jokes
are reflective, personal anecdotes with punch lines that
poke at America's darker
fears.
In one scene Martin and
Candy are forced to share a
hotel bed. This simple joke is
stretched to ridiculous proportions, until Martin and
Candy reali7..e that they have
been snuggling all night and
have actually touched one
another's genitals. What
would have been a quick
laugh in a gratuitous and
adolescently inspired film
like Porky 's becomes an extremely funny and touching
scene when both awake to
deny, and scream, but never
discuss their feelings.
In Planes, Trains, and
Automobiles Martin, Candy
and Hugh es all find a vehicle
of hilarious and meaningful
consequence.

Suzuki Music Ins titute will perform as part of the Colonial
Plaza Mall Holid ay Program
from 10:30 until noon on Dec.
19. Call 628-5214 for information.

Where are they now looks this week
at one . of the many performers
catapulted to stardom by a show that
redefined American television comedy.
Saturday Night Uve.

Our subject the often persuecuted
never duplicated Mr. Bill. Bill seemed
on the verge of a brilliant career after the
success of his highly acclaimed short
features but Instead he has faded into
obscurity. What happened, what went
wrong. We had heard he was ·somewhere in the New York City, Time
Square area. We contacted his agent
from the old S.N.L. days, Sonny Goldstein.
"He was a bum, a nobody till I took
him in. Oh sure he had some talent,
everyboby has some talent, but it was
me that made him what he was. I put
the whole S.N .L. thing together and he
r • •

f

screwed it up. He could have been big, his time."
We tried to reach Sluggo but he was
bigger than Gumby perhaps, but no,
once he was in he forgot who his friends doing a twenty stretch in San Quinten
were. Once he got used to the big money for trafficking in cocaine. He declined
our offer of a telephone inteview.
Of all the cast Spot seems to be the
success story. He is now the spokesman
for the S.P.C.A doing T.V. promos and
guest apperances for them. He makes a
comfortable living on the talk circuit
and has built a real estate empire of
it was all booze and floosies. Now he's modest proportions. We caught up with
just another low-life. If you find him tell him at a benifit for homeless animals.
"Bill? Love the guy. Sure I know
· him he still owes me that five hundred."
N.e xt we tracked down Mr. Hands where he is. We keep in touch, have
doing T.V. commercials for an advertis- lunch every now and then. He was hit
ing agency. "Yeah, I hated him and he pretty hard by Belushi's death. They
hated me. It was just that when we were were very close. Bill just got too much
filming we had a raport that went be- too fast that's all. Had a hell of a drug
yond that. We were good together. We problem for a while and it screwed up
never mixed socially and I resented him his life. Sure, it may have seemed like a
having all the full body shots it's true,
SEE BILL PAGE 8
but he was a comic genius way ahead of

- Dory
Hunky
..

f

•
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• ORLANDO MUSEUM
OF ART

the New York to Chicago trek
while working as an advertising copywriter. The film is
endless schtlck and predicament hung on a basic, but
effective plot.

Oh noooo ...What's happened to Mr. Bill
by Paul Price

UCF

UCF presents Lee Greenwood in
concert at 7 p.m. on Dec. 12 in
the UCf gymnasium. The concert will benefit the UCF athletic
department. Tickets are available through Select-A-Seat Outlets.

•

AUDITIONS

UCFPiano institute will hold auditions for Its new pre~college
semester through Jan. 7. Students accepted in the institute
will receive both private and
class instruction in reading,
rhythm, technique, theory, eartraining, composition, and performance.
The
15-week
semester begins Jan. 11. Call
the UCF Music Department for
particu lars at 275-2869.

•THEATER
Zev Bufman Broadway Serles
p resents the George and Ira Gers hwin musical Lady, Be Good at

8 p.m. on Dec. 29 at the Bob
Carr Auditorium. Performances
will be h eld through Jan. 3. For
information call 843-1512.

•

•

ART

The Orlando Museum of Art
presents a gatte.ry activity on
Dec. 31 in which participants
can make their own Arlean
masks. Workshop begins at
10:30 a.m. For information call
896-4231.

•

"

....

FILM

The Orlando Museum of Art will
show Anansat the Spider. on
Dec. 30 at 10:30 a.m.. Call 8964231.
~

Confetti
Cindy Cowen
Editor

Alain 'L evi
Assistant Editor

Leslie Jorgensen
Art Director
Confetti, is published by The
Central Florida Fw.ure, the student
newspaper of the University of
Central Florida. Send all correspondence to: Confetti cf o The
Central Florida future, P.O. Box
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Professor offers new c_o urse
on sociology of popular music
by Sharon Lanzana

•

Eat-In or Take-Out
Open Mon.· Thurs. 11 :30-10
Fri. &Sat 11:30·11

Sun. Noon-1 o
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An Outdoor Adventure
The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge :
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Dr. John Bridges, a sociology professor at
UCF, is offering a new course called Sociology of Popular Music. The name sounds
boring; but, in reality, this course seems
exciting.
The course will look at how sociological
concepts are used in popular music. Bridges
will also talk about aspects of racism, sexism, and violence in popular music.
Popular music according to Bridges, has
expanded a great deal due to video hype.
"Most of M1Vs videos exploit women as
sex objects," commented Bridges ...And what
happened to really talented peiformers?..
Bridges' course examines how trends
drastically shift when a new style of music
comes about. His course also focuses on the
misfortunes of many black peiformers.
"Pat Boone started remaking Little
Richard's songs. Little Richard received no
credit and Pat Boone became 'the white
man's performer. '" Bridges feels that all too
often black performers are getting .. slipped
under the rug."
Bridges wanted a course like this on
campus for many years. "I fought for a long
time to get this course. If only ten students
sign up, though. it will be a waste. I hope a lot
of students sign up for it. It'll be a lot of fun."
Bridges began his academic traJn1ng as a
music theory and competition major before
earning graduate degrees ln sociology at
Bowling Green State University in Notre
Dame. Recently. Bridges has begun writing
and instructing on the topic of popular
music's role in society. He performs occasionally in nightclubs with the help of

Orange/Seminole I
(305) 422-3363 I

I (305) 639-2024

·-------------------·

OllY

a computer-driven musical system called a
MIDI.
"Nightclub owners want to pay people little
money, but want them to sound like there's
three to four people in the band," Bridges
humorously states. "With the MIDI, a person
can program chords and a basic melody line
into it. It then stores it on a floppy disc and
then the person can play his own instrument
along with it. Its sound
resembles a full band."
Students who decide to take this course
will learn the historical illustrations of famous performers of each decade since 1950.
They will also become acquainted with how
musical industries operate.
As mentioned earlier, sexism is a large part
of the musical world. "There are very few
female rock bands," Bridges explains. "Long
ago, women were not supposed to venture
into such fields. The stereo-typical female
role was to get married and take care of the
kids. It's not like that anymore, today. The
Bangles and the Go-go's are proof of this. He
is not particularly a fan of these two groups,
but he feels that it is a start to women's roles
in music.
The class will meet Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays from 1 p.m. to 1:50p.m. starting
in the spring semester. Guest speakers from
radio stations, record retail stores, and concert promotion agencies are benefits if one
choses to take this course.
Sociology 1n Popular Music sounds like an
interesting and informative course that a
student could genuinely enjoy. "Playing instruments helps me to Join sociology and
music together. I hope there's a great student
interest out there."

YOU CAN sroPDRINKING&DRMNG

wishes you a

Merry Christmas anti
Gest of wislies for a very
1-fappy ~w ')'earl
!

Student Government.. .Students Serving Students
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fee as allocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida.
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:Movie· Theater Locatio s ·
Sand Lake 7 Cinema, 835 Sand Lake Road,
Orlando; 855 -6845.

ORANGE COUNTY

AlomaCinema 'n' Drafthouse, 2155Aloma
Ave. (Aloma Shopping Center), Winter Park.
678-8214.

Semoran Twin, State Road 436 and Aloma
Avenue ., Goldenrod; 671-3550.

Colonial Promenade 6, 4672 E. Colonial
Drive, Orlando; 898-770 7.

Starllte Drive-In, East State Road 438,
Winter Garden: 656-2530.

Conway Movie Pitcher Co.. 4446 Curry
Ford Road, Orlando: 2S2-3456.

UC6 Cinema. University Boulevard, across
from UCF. Orlando; 277-1454.

Conway 2, 2900 Curry Ford Road, Orlando;
299-7 340.

University 8 Cinema, 4080 Goldenrod
Road, in K-Mart Plaza. 657-1661.

Enzian Theater, 1300 S. Orlando Ave.,
Maitland: 644-4662.

Village Cinema 'n' Drafthouse, 4880 Kirkman Road, Orlando; 299-5420.

Fashion Square Cinema, 3201E. Colonial
Drive (Orlando Fashion Square), Orlando;
896-2571.

Winter Park Triple Theatre, 501 N. Orlando
Ave .• Winter Park; 644-6000.

Fashion Village 8, 735 Herndon Ave ..
Orlando; 896-7688.
The Movies At Florida Mall, Sand Lake
Road and South Orange Blossom Trail,
Orlando; 851-8797.
The Movies at Republic Square. 7488
Republic Drive, one block east of International Drive. Orlando; 352-2601.

SEMINOLE CoUNTY

Altamonte Mall Cinema, 403 E. Altamonte
Drive (Altamonte Mall), Altamonte Springs;
4•
83 3334

Edgewater Drive,

Interstate Mall 6, Interstate Mall. State
Road 436 and Interstate 4, Altamonte
Sprtngs; 831-3050.

Parkwood Plaza Cinema, 3315 w. Colonial
Drive. Orlando: 293-4753.

Movieland Drive-In, 3760 Orlando Drive,
Sanford: 322-1216

Pine Hills Drive-In, 5050 w. Colonial Drive,
Orlando; 293-1922.

The Movies at Lake Howell Square. 12 71
State Road 436, Casselberry; 679-7366.

Pine Hills Twin, 5397 W. Colonial Drive,
Orlando; 299-5531.

Plaza Twin, Sanford Plaza, U.S. Highway 1792, Sanford; 322-7502.

Plaza, 425. N. Bumby Ave., Orlando; 8948021.

Pralrle Lake Drive- In, State Road 436,
Altamonte Springs: 339-5382.

Northgate 4, 5101
Orlando; 299-7340.

11

EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT
CENTERS INC.

Lady Knights
-VSChattanooga Tenessee
SATURDAY
at 7:00 P.M.
at
Winter Park High School
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Court- a different kind of life

by Daphne Sands

would come over the previously noisy crowd. We all
I always took life in
reeked of America and it
Orlando for granted. I think
seemed to be more than some
about the subdivisions and
the the pub patrons could
the lawn sprinklers, malls
bear.
and movie theaters, the · 7Slowly the noise level
Elevens and Circle Ks and it
would return to normal and .
Park Avenue, Altamonte
Colonial
. all seems so far away.
we'd all be sitting with our
Plaza
Winter Park
Mall
Studying in London is so
pints of Strongbow cider or
894-3061
645-4661
834-3061
much more of a challenge
ale. I remember how all our
than studying in Orlando
actions seemed to be marked
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l could ever be. If you picked
by the fact that everything
up· a matchbook in London
here was foreign to us. Still
and looked at the back cover
drinking beer was a familiar
Ask about our
the ad would ask you to draw
enough task for most people
the Mona Lisa instead of that
and soon the inhibition dissiJOHN FERREIRA
Holiday
silly "Snappy the Turtle" or
Manager
pated.
Specials
whatever it is in that ad for
Gradually we've all shed
the art school.
our inhibitions about most
I undertook The London
everything here. There are no
study program knowing that
people chatting nervously in
it would mark a series of
Of course, the program the lobby about how excited
firsts for me. I'd never lived in directors had anticipated our they are to be here, and the
a big city; I'd never lived away anxiety in reference to this initial thrill and newness of
from home; and I 'd never whirlwind of life that is Lon- London has worn off. Life at
been abroad. I've only been to don. The first few weeks were The Queensberry Court Hotwo states other that Florida, filled with organized outings: tel is probably no different
even so, I couldn't rely on any pub walks, theater, mini- that what you might find in
sort of traveller's common tours, and more pub walks. the dorms.
sense. Whatever knowledge
The pub walks were alThe Queensberry Court
I'd accrued in my few years ways the most popular. A Hotel, adjacent to the beautiwould have to suffice.
group of people would meet ful and educational Natural
I remember the first day the counselor on the steps of History Museum, is luxuriwe arrived at the hotel where the hotel at 7 p.m. Then ev- ously furnished with one pay
the study center is housed. It eryone would walk to the first phone, a small library, a telewas about 8:30 in the morn- pub of interest. Mind you, we vision, one kitchen, 2nd seving ; we'd all endured at least didn't exactly stop and ad- eral hallway bathrooms that
one flight of eight hours' mire the decor once we got never seem to be adequately
1 Mile from UCF
length; and the realization there.
supplied With toilet paper.
was just the beginning to hit
We would make our grand
307 4 Southern Pine Trail • Orlando, FL 32826
The three classrooms are
that we were in one of the entrance, resplendent in in the basement, which
(305) 282-5657
world's most famous cities.
high-top Reeboks.jeans, and
Some people went for sweatshirts and a hush
SEE LONDON PAGE 8

A distinctive men's and women's apparel
store which has served the Central
Florida community for
over fifty years.

walks. Others went t o inspect their rooms and fight
with their roommates fot
closet · and drawer space.
Others just sort of stood
nervously in the lobby or by
the reception desk and chatted With the ever-calm counselors. Every five minutes
someone would say, "I can't
believe we're really here."

From
London
With Love

NOW LEASING!
Spacious
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
Apartments

Hl!OW MOMMA FROM lliE TRAIN • PGl

at 2: 10-4: 10-6: 10-8: 10-10: 10

GRADUATES:

RUNNING MAN - R

at 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05- 10:05

J.
THE CREDIT
YOU DESERVE
Once again, we're proud to
offer the GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan. GMAC wants
to help us give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys to a new
General Motors vehicle.
For this special GMAC
financing, all you need Is your
diploma, proof of a job, a low
down payment, the ability to
meet monthly payments and no
derogatory credit references.
. You'll get $400 off the purchase price, or a 90-day

CINDEREUA • G

atl :30-3:45-6:00 & 8: 15

FATAL ATTRACTION • R

BABY BOOMER • PG

at 2:00-4:30-7: 15-9:45

at 2:30-5:00-7:36-10:00

COMINGDEC. 18

GIFT CERTFICATES

EDDIE MURPHY, RAW - R

available at theatre

All SEATS $2.75 before 5:30 P.M. Sr. Citizens and Children
(11 and under) $2.75 at all times Students with l.D. $3.75

~®
PIZZA&SUBS
273-9676

11794 EAST COLONIAL DR.

deferral on your payments, as a
graduation present from GMAC.
To preview the new 1988 cars,
they will be displayed prior to and
during the Nov. 7 game. Stop by
and visit.

Fl NANCIAL SERVICES

•

11794 E. Colonial Dr. 273-9676

•••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••
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Kick the Wall offers nothing

___:=-::......:::...=.._ftl ~at ltielJtomttf Gef*lll@

new, but still a good album
by Steve J. Pustelnyk
Jimmy Davis and Junctlon;Ktck the Wall
Produced by Jack Holder and Don Smith

·ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

Jimmy Davis and Junction is another
breakout band hitting the charts. Their new
hit is the title track from their Kick the Wall
album.
..Kick the Wall" has been getting a good
amount of air play on radio and is a good
representative song for the entire album. If
you've heard ..Kick the Wall" and liked it, you
will probably enjoy the entire album.
..Kick the Wall" begins with a slow lead in
guitar picking synth backed cry about what
a woman can do to a man. The song quickly
builds into a frustration-packed rocker.
Kick the wall/ If it makes you feel better/
Makes youfeel like a man/ Kick the wall/ if

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841

you can'tget herI At least you know you can/
Kick the wall.

This song might upset a few women. but it
a great song for guys who have a little
feminine frustration on their mind.
The albums lead off song is "Catch My
Heart, .. an up tempo rocker that begins with
synth and kicks in with a tough guitar
backup. The song ts by no means a heavy
metal work, but is instead a hard hitting pop
piece.
This song ts catchy, as are most of the
songs on this album. The chorus Catch my
is

WELCOME

Term Paper Due Tomorrow?
;Let Us Type It For You!

..

December

9

heart - can't you hear me calling/ Catch my
heart. - can't you see me Jal.ling ts the sing

~
.
[][]

along type. The song's theme ts about
whether or not to give into feelings of love.
This doesn't make the song unique, but it
does make the song enjoyable.
"Just a Little Bit" takes over track two with
· a sound much like that of the now defunct
Michael Stanley Band. In fact I could almost
swear that it is one of their songs.

.

•
TERM PAPER

Executive
Services

DUE

12/10

-

I know you 're runntn' I From aU thejeeltngs
heart/ That must mean something I
Maybe this is just the start of our love/ I want
you near me.
Obviously this albums is love oriented and

We offer word processing, a laser printer,
computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop
Publishing. We also have a copy machine
with color (red and blue) capabilities.

tn your

one of the few exceptions ends side one. It is
a cover of an old '60s song, ..Shoe Shine
Man." This song is definitely an exception to
the sound and theme of the rest of the album.
"Shoe Shine Man" is a mix of Chuck Berry
rock and roll with a little blues and jazz. In
fact I would call it a cross between old Bob
Seger and Chuck Berry. This one is a distinct clash to the rest of the album.

249-1263
Special Discount
Rates for Students
Located in the Holiday Inn, behind UC6 Theatres

·r--_r~~Th;~~_r~~

·I

Side two rolls in with ..Are We Rocktn' Yet,"
obviously one of the rougher edged songs on
the album. It's lyrics are not all that impressive but fun none the less.

-

Albums
The blnnde with the attllude/ Said she
heard me on the radio/ She slwwed me her
gratitude/ It was a real rodeo.

'"Why the West Was One", is another in
what is becoming a long line of rock and roll
songs about the plight of Native Americans.
Its theme is obvious by the title and the
song ls enjoyable to listen to. The band does
an admirable job of turning a pop song into a
somewhat admirable work with lyrics like:
I rode into the dying sun/ And I cursed the
Gods wlw gave men guns I Left them blind to
what they'd done I Now there's nowhere left to
run.

.. Don't Hold Back the Night" returns the
band to the themes of love prevalent on the
first half of the album. It is an excellent up
tempo love song.
Up and on my way I It's just OJlDther day I
I'm barely gettin' by in this town/ I've got
some things to do/ Butrny mind stays turned
to you/ I'm thinking to what we can do I When
the evening sun goes down.

The slowest song on the album is again a
love song, entitled "Just Having Touched." It
has a strong mix of piano that introduces the
song and continues throughout. The band
kicks in after the first chorus and builds on
the intensity of this beautiful ballad.
The song could be confused as an Air
Supply song with lyrics like, Everyday that
goes by/ I'd th.ink of things we'd do/ And au
the time I had to spend/ With you/ And every
night that goes by I realize/ It had to be/ Just
having tnuched your lnve/ Will be enoughfor
me. But this is not Air Supply and the song

excellent.
The last song on the album is called "Over
the Top." It is a good up tempo song that
proclaims, I keep my eyes on the rood/ I keep
my heart on the line I Until I'm over the top.
It isn't the greatest song on the album, but
it concludes an excellent pop effort by a good
rock and roll band. This ls another album
that catches the ear.
is

[F~ lr'~~Source,

Inc.

Computer Systems
~MNK
$995.00
~&~ AMINGO
• Full IBM CompaHblllty
15 Mo. Umlted Warranty

Source TURBO System •

Yintage -Ciot~ng _Com.,any-;

•

Men's Formal Wear & Rentals

•

640K Motherboard with

Parity Check
AT Selectric Type Keyboard
Monochrome T/S Monitor
MGP ( Monochrome/
Graphics/Printer ) Card
150 Watt Switching
Power Supply
Panasonic 1080 I
Printer + Cable
Keyboard Selectable
Dual Speed 4.77 or 8 MHz,
Rated 3. 1 on Norton Utilities
Optional 8087
co-Processor Slot
e Expansion Slots for
Easy Expansion
2 360K 51/4" Floppy Disk
Drives

•

~~-c.--~ --:-:---...
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~~~?:;~i Men's &Women's Clothing ~~

'-------------1 •

Factory Direct at Wholesale
Prices: Proof of Student or •
Faculty standing required.

~-;;~r=~from the.. 1890's
to the.::-=1960's~=-- -..
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Inc.

3400 Bartlett Blvd.• Orlando, FL
32811 • (305} 648-0501 • Dealer

Inquiries In Florida, Call Toll-Free:
aoo-634-4685
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We went to the address.
Yes, it looked like he had it
made, there were movie of- Spot had given us. The landfers and record contracts but lady told us Bill had moved
great life to the general pub- Bill wasn't an easy guy to out last month still oweing
lic but there was a lot of pres- work with, very tempremen- for the last two months rent.
.sure on Bill, pressures to be tal, very moody. Nobody Where ever you are Blll take
amazingly, funny every week would work with him after care, it's not a movie out
and he just couldn't hack it. S.N.L."
there, it's worse.

BILL FROM PAGE 2
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11490 E. COLONIAL DR.• UNION PARK
273-4640 ·OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm -9pm

. • Model Composites
• Wedding Photos
• Portraits

I
I

:
1
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LONDON FROM PAGE 5
makes it very convenient'\Vhen attendance is
required. If you have a class at 10:05 a.m.,
you get up at 10 a.m. and can be sitting in
class by 10:04 a.m., one minute early and
reading your mail.
Studying is always difficult as it is usually
too cold to sit in a park and do your work and
the hotel is always too noisy. Most people use
the classrooms fur studying or writing their
papers. It's always fun the night before a
paper is due to walk downstairs and observe
all the people with their books and crumpled
papers and soda cans, busily writing away.
As for the people on the program-well,
there are all kinds. It's a microcosm of FSU or
UCF. If you want to subscribe to labels, we
have surfers and rich sorority girls and frat

boys and intellectuals and theater majors
and hippies and fashion plates. While the 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - labels are true in one sense they ignore the
other aspects of the individuals.
RENAISSANCE ~
Being here in a group of 70 people gives you
COUNSELING CENTER ~
the chance to transcend the labels and make
Attention Food Bingers: For some time now you have been locked into a cycle
friends with people that you may have igof gorging on food and then purging either by forced vomiting, laxatives, diuretics,
nored or avoided at home.
compulsive exercise or continual dieting and fasting. You often feel unable to break this
And that's what this London study procycle. A group is now available for persons struggling with this behavior pattern. 11
gram is all about- leaving yourself open to
you are interested call Renee Brooks, M.A., Licensed Mental Health Counselor &
Certified Eating Disorder Counselor
new people and new experiences. If you
RENEE BROOKS, M.A. (305) 260-5451
happen to satisfy a course requirement or
Crane's R006t Office Park • 370 Whooping Loop
raise your GPA in the process, then you've yet
Suite 1148 • Altamonte Sprinwi, FL 32701
another cause to be happy.
When I was experiencing the shops the 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - other day, I saw Jack Nicholson coming out of
a store. He smiled at me, put on his sun
glasses, and walked away.
Like I said- new experiences, new
people- London's the place.

YOUR BEST DEFENSE AGAINST
THE ALCOHOL OR DRUG IMPAIRED
DRIVER ...
On weekends between 7 :00 pm and 3 :00 am,
in some parts of the country, 10 percent
of all drivers are legally impaired or drunk.

Your Safety Belt is your best defense against
the alcohol or drug impaired driver.

NOW THAT YOU'RE
GRADUATING
SHOW SOME CLASS
Impress potential employers with your good taste.
Kin.ko's has High Quality Resume Paper in a wide
assortment of colors and textures, at prices that
appeal to your good business sense.
Don't forget your matching envelopes!

ldnko's®

Great copies. Great people.

BUCKLE UP!
This messq Is sponsored by the Florida Coalition ror ~o Safety Nc1w, Inc.. lhc St3tl! lJnMnity ~ cl Aoridil.
~ Aorida CornnuWty C~ Sysmn. ttie Campus~otlol and Drug l'mlention ~ iWld BACOM cNpl:m

nAorida.

12223 University Blvd.
(corner University & Atafaya Trail)

127 W. Fairbanks
At Park Ave.

658-9518

628-5255

Students attending area cainpuses Inay obtain a
waiver of up to twelve hours of the University rule which
requires students to take 60 hours at the senior institution. The waiver request should include certification by
the area cainpus director and Inust show that the waiver
is for lower division requirelllents in the students' progralll. Requests should be made using the Undergraduate Studies Petition Forni.
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